DR-3020 Specifications
Type
Document feeding
Document size
Document thickness
Automatic feeding capacity
Scanning element
Light source
Scanning modes

Scanning speeds

Data compression
Interface
Other functions
Power requirements
Power consumption
Operating environment
Dimensions (W x D x H)
Weight
Optionals

Desktop type monochrome scanner
Automatic or manual sheet feeding
Width: 55mm - 257mm (2.2" - 10.1")
Length: 70mm - 364mm (2.8" - 14.3")
Automatic feeding: 0.06mm - 0.15mm
Manual feeding: 0.05mm - 0.20mm
Maximum stack height: 10mm (0.4")
Contact sensor
LED
300dpi x 300dpi - Simplex/Duplex - Text mode/Photo mode
300dpi x 150dpi - Simplex/Duplex - Text mode/Photo mode
200dpi x 200dpi - Simplex/Duplex - Text mode/Photo mode
20ppm (300dpi x 300dpi - Simplex)
40ppm (300dpi x 150dpi - Simplex)
30ppm (200dpi x 200dpi - Simplex)
22ipm (300dpi x 300dpi - Duplex)
44ipm (300dpi x 150dpi - Duplex)
40ipm (200dpi x 200dpi - Duplex)
MH, MR, MMR, or none
SCSI-II
Automatic paper size detection
Automatic paper thickness adjustment
AC 100V - 120V, 50Hz/60Hz
AC 220V - 240V, 50Hz/60Hz
(Max.) 50W
10˚C - 32.5˚C, 20% - 80% RH
362mm x 336mm x 196mm (14.3" x 23.4" x 7.7")
Approx. 10.5kg (23.1lbs.)
Endorser ED500, LED/Sensor Unit

UNSURPASSED OFFICE
SCANNING PRODUCTIVITY

Transform a mountain of paper into a
digital stream with just a single,
compact, sheet-feeding solution – the
Canon DR-3020. Your optimum unit for
intense,

high-volume

document

scanning, the DR-3020 produces

DR-3020N

superior quality scans at speeds of up

Produce high quality scans of business forms printed on non-carbon, pressure-sensitive paper in addition to documents printed
on standard paper stock.

to 40ppm and features a wide array of
easy-to-use modes, simultaneous two-

Specifications are subject to change without notice. DR-3020, DR-3020N, and Canofile for Windows are trademarks or registered trademarks of Canon Inc. Other brand or product
names are trademarks or registered trademarks and are property of their respective holders.

sided scanning, and super-precision
feeding. Only from Canon.
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The Compact Solution to
High Quality Document Scanning
As digital conversion of paper documents becomes an essential workplace procedure, you’ll find an uncompromising ally
in the Canon DR-3020 – a versatile desktop scanner promising great results for all your high-volume, office scanning needs.

Excellent speed and precision
When you need to scan a pile of documents in a hurry, there’s no beating the
DR-3020’s smooth operation! Simply stack as many as 100 sheets onto the
feeder tray, let automatic paper size detection do its job, and scan up to 40
pages per minute – or 22 pages using the two-sided scanning mode! The DR3020’s automatic paper feeding is exceptionally accurate, ensuring that your
work progresses with no interruptions – whether you’re scanning B4-size
paper, letters, forms, or business cards.

A variety of easy-to-use modes
The DR-3020’s Text Mode is perfect for characterbased documents, while its Photo Mode delivers
optimal scans of materials incorporating photos or
graphic representations. Image capture in either mode
can be made at resolutions of up to 300dpi x 300dpi,
plus the DR-3020’s duplexing capability offers
simultaneous two-sided scans of documents
containing information on both sides of the page. All this versatility comes
with no extra hassles – just place the appropriate Function Sheet on top of
your stack, and the DR-3020 adjusts its operations automatically!

Remarkably compact design
Document management from within your PC network is simply the most
practical way to deal with an incessant deluge of paper documents. And with
the Canon DR-3020, not only do you dramatically reduce paper circulation in
your office, but you get all the necessary scanning power in an extremely
compact unit as well. High-volume digital document conversion begins with
just this one convenient scanner that fits comfortably on any desktop!

System-friendly operation
In order to maximize its role in your office network, the
Canon DR-3020 supports both TWAIN and ISIS
drivers for use with an extensive range of application
software. The DR-3020 can also be used in tandem
with the Canofile for Windows software package, to
create a complete image filing system for scanning,
searching, and retrieving PC-archived documents! A
built-in SCSI interface makes connection to your
system as effortless as possible.

Options for even greater functionality
The Canon Endorser ED500
Infinitely practical for
banking applications, the
Canon Endorser ED500
can be used to endorse
everything for checks to
A4 /Letter-size papers.
Dates, serial numbers,
and other data are
reliably printed on every
scanned document, and a
movable stamp allows for precise
positioning of endorsements. Installation
with the DR-3020 is quick and easy,
requiring absolutely no extra cable
connections.

Vastly improved OCR scanning
Optical Character Recognition is an indispensable tool in the
digital workplace, supplying content to applications as diverse
as word-processing, spreadsheets, and translation programs.
To promote more accurate OCR scanning of
customer/client information into your
database, the DR-3020 can be matched
with an optional LED/Sensor Unit that
automatically filters out any red lines and
areas found on application forms and other
fill-’em-out documentation.

Meet the specialist
for non-carbon, pressuresensitive paper!

LOCK

AUTO

If your business involves the day-to-day
handling of forms printed on non-carbon,
pressure-sensitive paper, then the DR3020N is exactly the scanner you’re looking
for. Outfitted with special silicon rollers and an auto-lock
lever, the DR-3020N offers expert handling of document
such as vouchers, invoices, and order forms – and
includes all the benefits of the standard DR-3020!
The DR-3020N’s innovative design
guarantees to lessen both the time
and trouble of scanning business
forms for PC-based document
management purposes.

